Assessment Committee Minutes

February 4, 2011, 8:30 AM

Present: Kristin Camenga, Ben Hardy, Susan Martin, Daryl Stevenson, Paul Young

Summary of office activity

Review the Art Department Report

--discussed it and the committee provide some points to include in the feedback memo

Review preliminarily: Collegiate Learning Assessment versus the Proficiency Profile

--agreed to review this possible change more closely at our next meeting. Materials were distributed for prior study.

Discussion of our assessment direction

--we did not have time this meeting….next time perhaps.

Do we need a clear vision statement for all to understand our direction?

What needs to happen for us to be more bold? more efficient? more successful?

Should a series of workshops be planned for IDEA? for outcomes development? for outcomes assessment? for use of assessment data?

Other issues: refinement of the Essential Learning Outcomes assessments; working with IS to set up a pilot for assessing one IS area through IDEA this spring.

Next meeting time: February 18, 8:00 AM in Daryl’s office